Faculty News

- Professor of Practice, Daniel Rothenberg provided his insight in the USA Today article titled "Sanctions Mark Rare Window Into Cyberwar" and the AZ Daily Start article "Steller: McCain sets US boundaries on trip to Russian border".
- The SPGS advisors welcome new students to the School in our latest YouTube video.
- The School's NERD working Group (Nationalist and Ethno-religious Dynamics) will be hosting their annual Kopft Conference titled "Ethnic / Religious Identities and Party Competition" on February 16th and 17th.
- Come visit SPGS during ASU's Night of the Open Door on February 25th! We will be on the 6th floor of Coor Hall!

ASU ranks 5th in political science research expenditures

Every year the National Science Foundation (NSF) conducts its Higher Eduction Research and
Development Survey (HERD). This year ASU’s political science research expenditures ranked fifth out of 480 schools. Read more.

Sun Devil alumnus takes passion for ASU to London

Maros Gold's passion for giving back not only shows up in his work, but also in what he does with his free time. Gold now resides in London where he helped set up the London chapter of the ASU Alumni Association. Read more.
ASU expert talks security transition from Obama to Trump

President Barack Obama delivered his last planned address on national security in December, summing his approach to counterterrorism and providing his final public recommendations to his successor, Donald Trump. ASU Now sat down with Daniel Rothenberg to learn more about the transition. Read more.

ASU College of Liberal Arts and Sciences acknowledges fall 2016 Dean's Medalists

In December the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences recognized their highest achieving students at the 2016 convocation ceremony. Congrats to Laraib Mughal on being named a Dean's Medalist from the School of Politics and Global Studies! Read more.